USE CASE

Getting in the Black and Staying There

THE INDUSTRY

By using Adlib PDF, a large utilities and
energy company implemented a complete
automated solution with enterprise PDF and
OCR capabilities integrated into SharePoint.

Utilities & Energy

THE SYSTEMS

THE CHALLENGE
A large utilities and energy company in Texas was looking to convert a large volume of
business transaction documents into PDF—enabling the company to address the
lawsuits faced by the previous company after it sold 80% of its assets and dramatically
reduced staff.
They were faced with a number of complex challenges. This organization needed to:
• Process hundreds of documents each week, with each document spanning 200-300
pages in length
• Enable search on all documents through Optical Character Recognition (OCR)
• Find a solution which connects to Microsoft® SharePoint®
• Develop a process to archive content efficiently

THE DOCUMENTS
BUSINESS TRANSACTIONS

WHAT IS ADVANCED
RENDERING?
Advanced Rendering technology takes basic
document–to-PDF conversion to a higher
level by integrating into the most
commonly-used Enterprise Content
Management (ECM) systems and automating
the conversion of content from multiple

THE RESULT

sources into more manageable and usable
formats to enhance documents at each of

Adlib provided a complete automated solution with enterprise PDF and OCR capabilities,

the 4 stages of the document lifecycle:

combined with a connection to SharePoint that met the customer’s large volume demands

capture, manage, archive and deliver.

and full-text search requirements.
By using Adlib PDF, this utilities and energy organization was able to achieve a number
of benefits:
Implementation of a fully automated solution to handle the large volume of documents
üü
Increase in efficiency by processing one document every 2-3 seconds
üü
Application of Optical Character Recognition software to enable search in documents
üü
Integration with SharePoint, where archived documents can be stored
üü

Adlib PDF Enterprise is the next-generation
of Advanced Rendering technology that is
ideal for high-volume environments where
accurate, scalable and highly-available
document-to-PDF conversion and
transformation services are required across
the enterprise.

Advanced Rendering enabled this utilities and
energy organization to increase organizational
efficiency and help in addressing lawsuits by
processing one document every 2-3 seconds.
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